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“Pfft!”
“Pfft!”
A sword fell, and the blood lay on the ground. Duan Yu had already fainted, but Yue
Feng still didn’t stop!
On the other hand, the disciples of the Hall of Longevity looked at Yue Feng, all of them
bared their teeth and the flesh on their faces were shaking.
Ruthless, too special code ruthless.
–After
half an hour.
Yue Feng walked out of the bar expressionlessly.
“Yue Feng, wait for me…” Liu Xuan quickly followed from behind, her delicate face
showing anxiety.
At this time, the strength of the medicine in her body has passed, at least she can walk.
Yue Feng just pretended he didn’t hear it and walked straight to the front of the car.
Liu Xuan was in a hurry, quickened her pace, and grabbed Yue Feng’s arm: “Yue Feng,
I’m sorry, I was wrong, don’t go…”
Hehe…
Yue Feng shook Liu Xuan’s hand away, coldly Said: “You know now that you are wrong.
What were you doing when the Great Sage advised you yesterday? The Great Sage
has already told you that Duan Yu is not a good person, how about you
? , I felt very guilty, but still defended: “Yue Feng, I have already apologized, what else
do you want! Can you make some sense, I don’t know how to read minds, how do I
know that Duan Yu is such a person, he is there I swiped so many gifts in the live
broadcast room and asked to meet me, can I not agree?”
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Yue Feng said with a sullen face.

Liu Xuan’s heart was up and down, and her eyes were a little red: “Also, I’ve been
kicked out of the family, I really can’t help it, so I did the live broadcast. When I needed
you the most, where were you? You help me. What did you do to me? As soon as it
appears, you say that mine is not…”
The more Liu Xuan said, the more uncomfortable she felt, and she stared at Yue Feng
closely.
call!
Yue Feng clenched his fists tightly: “I’ve been here all the time. I’ve been married for
three years, and I’ve never left. How much money Duan Yu made, not even one-tenth of
me!”
Liu Xuan’s tender body trembled and stopped instantly. Weeping tears, he stared
blankly at Yue Feng.
Number one is the hills. Hills, hills.. hills and hills together, is… yue!
Yue Feng! That hill is Yue Feng!
Liu Xuan’s heart was trembling, and she was speechless for a long time.
“Yue Feng, I was wrong, please forgive me, I was really wrong.” After ten seconds, Liu
Xuan hugged Yue Feng’s arm tightly and pleaded hard.
It turned out that he had always been protecting himself.
It turned out that he did so much for himself.
“Because of you, the Great Sage will spend the rest of his life in a wheelchair. Do you
know, do you know! He is disabled, he is extremely disabled!” Yue Feng yelled
desperately and threw it away Open her hand and drive straight away.
“Yue Feng…”
Liu Xuan froze there, watching Yue Feng’s car disappear from sight, and suddenly burst
into tears.
Liu Xuan didn’t know how she got home, her whole body was enveloped in endless
guilt, and she was in a trance.
This afternoon, she locked herself in her room and didn’t sleep all night, thinking about
what happened in the past two days.

When Sun Dasheng persuaded him to leave, why didn’t he listen to him? His
relationship with Yue Feng is so good, he will definitely not meddle in his business for
no reason.
I am so stupid, so stupid.
What made Liu Xuan unable to forgive herself was that she was indifferent when she
saw Sun Dasheng being injured and fell to the ground.
At the time, it was really too much.
Thinking of this, Liu Xuan couldn’t help but blame herself.
It’s just…
Isn’t Yue Feng imprisoned for stealing things? Why did you come out so soon?
And… how could he call so many people all at once?
What are those people doing?
Donghai City has been very lively these days. Two major events happened in Donghai
City, and people were talking about it everywhere in the streets.
The first major incident was that Duan Yu, the eldest son of the Duan family, was
slashed and injured in his Dynasty Bar.
It’s just that no one knows who did it.
All I know is that he was slashed three hundred and sixty times, and every one of them
avoided the key point!
Obviously, this is not to kill, but to vent anger.
It is said that Duan Yu was rescued for two days and two nights after being sent to the
hospital, and he has not been out of danger until now.
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Dare to hurt Duan Yu so badly, who is the other party? !
The Duan family, that is the first family of Yunzhou City, Yunzhou City, but the provincial
capital!
Another major event was the establishment of Donghai City Shangwu Academy.

Shangwu Academy was co-founded by the six major factions, and the first president
was Ye Yun of the Wudang faction. Ye Yun is the deputy head of the Wudang faction,
and is highly respected in the Wudang faction and even among the six major factions.
The teachers of the academy are also served by elders from each of the six major
factions. This shows the importance of the six major parties, the martial arts academy.
Shangwu Academy adopts the same full-time system as other colleges and universities,
and the rules and regulations are the same as those of high schools and universities,
and the management is very strict.
The three-year education system, after three years, the martial arts college will select
some elites among the graduates and send them to the six major factions to become
elders directly!
The elders of the six major factions. Who doesn’t care about this position?
In the six major sects, as long as you can sit on the elders, not only can you practice the
unique skills of each sect, but every year, the sect will distribute some panacea to each
elder.
Therefore, the Shangwu Academy was established, and the entire Donghai City was
boiling.
Many people signed up enthusiastically, including fresh graduates from high school, as
well as some college students. The wealthy children of various families in Donghai City
also signed up.
As long as the slightly older family knows a truth, it is very important to become a
cultivator. If you can become an elder of the six sects, it will really be a glorious
ancestor!
In less than a day, tens of thousands of people in Donghai City signed up for the Martial
Arts Academy! Even in nearby cities, many people came to sign up.
In just one day, Shangwu Academy became the largest academy in the entire Donghai
City!
….
The First Hospital of Donghai City.
At this time, the Mid-Autumn Festival has entered, and the weather is cool.
In the senior ward, Li Nan sat in front of the hospital bed and spoke with Sun Dasheng.

Two days passed, and Sun Dasheng was lying on the bed. The body is wrapped in
gauze, like a zongzi. But the wound doesn’t hurt anymore.
It has been determined that Sun Dasheng’s feet are finished. Li Nan couldn’t stand up
for the rest of his life, and Li Nan was irritable. But he didn’t show it, he just stayed by
Sun Dasheng’s side, never leaving, hoping for a miracle to happen and make him stand
up.
“Great Sage, don’t worry, Grandpa is already trying to find a way to avenge you.” At this
time, Li Nan comforted in a soft tone, but he was not sure.
Sun Dasheng smiled and nodded, but said nothing.
He knew very well that although the Sun family was invincible in Donghai City. But I
really can’t provoke the Duan family. In order to compete with the Duan family, the Sun
family’s strength is still much worse.
However, Sun Dasheng did not regret it at all.
If given another chance, he would still do it.
This is brotherhood. It is impossible for him to watch his brother-in-law and his
daughter-in-law be defiled by others.
Ding ding…
At this moment, Li Nan’s cell phone rang.
After turning on the phone and reading the news, Li Nan suddenly smiled!
“Great, great!”
“What’s wrong?” Sun Dasheng asked curiously.
Li Nan hurried over, his face couldn’t hide his inner excitement: “That Duan Yu was
hacked by someone, with more than 300 knives, and he is still in the hospital for
rescue.”
After saying this, Li Nan couldn’t help trembling: “Retribution, this is retribution!”
What?
That Duan Yu was cut off.
Sun Dasheng was stunned for a moment, and his mood was instantly relieved, and he
was indescribably happy.

But I was also a little shocked. Excited, Sun Dasheng couldn’t help but ask: “Who did
it?”
Li Nan shook his head: “The news was sent by your subordinates, and they don’t know
who it is, and this incident has already spread in Donghai City. Now , there are
discussions everywhere.” After speaking
, Li Nan laughed: “Whoever he is, someone who can do such a thing must be a big
man! I guess, Duan Yu must have provoked someone he shouldn’t have provoked. Yes
.”
Sun Dasheng nodded silently.
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he was talking, the door of the room was suddenly pushed open, and Yue Feng walked
in in a hurry, holding a black pill in his hand, and walked to the hospital bed: “Great
Sage, hurry up, quickly take this pill. Eat.”
Yue Feng’s expression was very eager.
Sun Dasheng didn’t even think about it, he opened his mouth and swallowed the
medicine pill.
“Damn it.” As soon as he swallowed it, Sun Dasheng frowned with a bitter expression
on his face: “Fengzi, what did you give me to eat? Why does it taste weird and smell so
bad?
” It’s like eating shit.
“Hey, this medicine pill is really stinky, but it has a very elegant name ‘Five Beast
Samsara Pill’.” Yue Feng said with a smile, with a mysterious look on his face.
What?
Five beasts reincarnation pill?
Sun Dasheng widened his eyes, his face full of doubts.
Li Nan, who was next to him, also looked closely at Yue Feng, unable to express his
curiosity.
Yue Feng wiped his hands with a wet towel, and explained with a smile: “I’ve seen
Journey to the West, there is a plot in which the master and apprentice go to the toilet,
and the other name of the toilet is ‘the place of reincarnation of five grains’. Well, it is
made of five animal dung, namely horse dung, sheep dung, cow dung, and…”

Last night, when Yue Feng was reading “Wuji Danshu”, he accidentally saw a A
panacea. It is called ‘Five Beast Reincarnation Pill’.
The above is very detailed. This medicinal herb can renew tendons and bones, and is
particularly effective in healing trauma. It is in line with the situation of Sun Dasheng.
To refine the Five Beasts Reincarnation Pill, there are too many materials, including
some rare spirit grasses.
Coincidentally, Yue Feng collected a lot of spirit grass on Tongtian Island, just enough
to refine the Five Beast Reincarnation Pill.
In addition to these spirit grasses, there is another most important material, which is the
feces of the five animals.
In order to find the dung of these five beasts, Yue Feng is not easy to do. There are
many things like pigs, horses, cattle and sheep in the countryside, but in this city, it is
really hard to find. Fortunately, I finally found it.
No, after refining the elixir, Yue Feng hurried to the hospital and asked Sun Dasheng to
take it.
“What are you doing? Horse dung and sheep dung…”
After listening to Yue Feng’s words, Sun Dasheng didn’t know what was going on, his
whole face turned green, he lay on the head of the bed and spat out a few saliva, very
speechless: “Fengzi, what are you doing for me to eat this stuff, what the fuck! You’re
killing me while I’m sick, Nima!”
The feces of the animals in the fifth middle school.
At this moment, Sun Dasheng was in a bad mood, and he wanted to spit out the
porridge he ate in the morning. Too special code disgusting!
“Yue Feng, you really…” Li Nan glared at Yue Feng sullenly, hurried over, patted Sun
Dasheng’s back lightly, and cheered for him: “Husband, are you alright.. I’ll give you
some points. Can you drink water…”
This Yue Feng is so rambunctious, how can he give this kind of food to the Great Sage.
Yue Feng didn’t explain much, just stood there and watched with a smile.
After ten seconds.
“Daughter-in-law, stop filming.”

Sun Dasheng, who was still retching, suddenly felt that his hands and feet seemed to be
conscious! At this moment, the statue of Sun Dasheng was born as the Monkey King,
and a carp jumped up! Legs are fine too!
Ah?
Before he was injured, Sun Dasheng wouldn’t even fight a carp!
Li Nan was stunned, surprised and happy: “Great Sage, you…”
Xue Li had made it very clear before that Sun Dasheng was seriously injured and his
tendons were torn off, so it would be good to have one life left. In the future, it will be
difficult to take care of yourself, and you will spend your whole life in a wheelchair.
But what’s going on now? Not only did he stand up, but he could even fight the carp?
This is incredible, if you hadn’t seen it with your own eyes, you wouldn’t have believed
it!
At this time, Li Nan was too excited, and her delicate body trembled faintly. But what
shocked her was still behind.
I only saw Sun Dasheng take a big step out and start running in the ward! Those who
didn’t know thought that Sun Dasheng was playing a monkey game, jumping and
jumping, how could it look like he was injured a little bit?
“I can move, haha, I can move…” At this time, Sun Dasheng said with great joy, and
spared several times in the ward, his eyes were full of excitement.
“Hahaha, Laozi’s legs are good, Laozi’s legs are good, hahahaha!” Sun Dasheng
hugged Yue Feng and laughed loudly: “Okay, Fengzi, you have quite a set, what’s the
‘Five Beast Reincarnation’ Dan’ is so amazing. I didn’t eat shit in vain!”
Yue Feng was also indescribably happy, but the moment he was hugged by Sun
Dasheng, he was disgusted: “Damn, what’s in your mouth? The smell is too strong, stay
away from me…”
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thought that Sun Dasheng would need to rest for a while after taking the medicine pill.
Yue Feng knew that this medicinal pill was definitely effective, but he didn’t expect the
effect to come so quickly.
In fact, Sun Dasheng’s injuries were serious, but they were all slashed by knives. All are
trauma.

If Sun Dasheng suffered an internal injury, such as being broken by a master with
internal force, it would not be easy to cure. Fairies can’t be cured either.
Li Nan, who was standing aside at this time, was completely shocked, her red lips were
slightly open, and her delicate face was full of incredible.
You know, Sun Dasheng’s limbs were broken, so it can be said that he was completely
useless.
The most advanced medical methods of modern times are helpless. And a small
medicinal pill was actually cured.
This is nothing short of a miracle!
Sun Dasheng was already extremely excited, like a child, he jumped several times and
put his arms around Yue Feng’s shoulder: “Let’s go for a drink, I’ll drink you today!”
Li Nan stomped his feet angrily, anxious “What wine are you drinking, your body is just
right. Can you save me some snacks? Grandpa is still at home, I don’t know if your
injury is healed…”
“Yes, yes.” Sun Dasheng patted his head: “Then Just go back to my house for a drink!
Just a surprise for Grandpa!”
“You…” Li Nan shook his head. How could Sun Dasheng not understand the point? The
point is not to let him drink, not where to drink!
Forget it, I can’t control him anyway.
Li Nan stomped his feet and urged Sun Dasheng to brush his teeth first.
…
at seven o’clock in the evening.
Great Holy Palace.
The name of Sun Dasheng’s villa is very distinctive, Dasheng Palace. A few days ago,
this kid had a whim and made a pure copper ‘golden hoop rod’ in the courtyard of the
Dasheng Palace. With a height of dozens of meters, it can be considered a spectacle.
The lobby on the first floor of the Dasheng Palace is filled with a warm and lively
atmosphere.
There are six people at the table.

Yue Feng, Sun Dasheng, Li Nan. Grandpa Sun Yao. The other two are the two cousins
of Sun Dasheng.
The eldest cousin is called Tang Xin, and the second cousin is called Tang Xue. They
are not from Donghai City, but they have a good relationship with Sun Dasheng.
Tang Xin and Tang Xue are also big beauties who are the focus wherever they go.
Tang Xin is sexy and mature, with a hot and eye-catching figure.
Tang Xue is young and beautiful, graceful and charming.
The two girls were very happy when they learned that their cousin, Sun Dasheng, had
recovered from his illness, and came to visit him specially.
Originally, I was in a happy mood, but Tang Xin and Tang Xue were very unhappy when
they saw Yue Feng present.
The person in front of him, dressed in a street stall, looks like a poor man. Today’s
dinner is a family banquet. How could my cousin invite such a person. And I heard that
my cousin was seriously injured because of this kid. Therefore, the two of them were
particularly prejudiced against Yue Feng. I really don’t understand why my cousin made
friends with such a poor guy.
Thinking of this in their hearts, Tang Xin and Tang Xue became more and more
unpleasant towards Yue Feng. A bit of disgust appeared on his face from time to time.
If it wasn’t for the elder Sun Yao, the two girls would have gotten up and left long ago.
Sitting and eating with such a person is simply disgraceful.
Yue Feng didn’t care about the attitude of the two sisters, and chatted with Sun
Dasheng with a smile, all kinds of bragging.
At the same time, don’t forget to toast Sun Yao.
After all, they are elders, so they still have to have etiquette.
After three rounds of drinking, Sun Yao thought of something, looked at Sun Dasheng
with a smile, and said, “Grandson, I’m very happy to see you are well, Donghai City has
established a martial arts college in the past two days, you should know Right?”
“I know.” Sun Dasheng nodded.
Sun Yao said with a smile: “Just yesterday, I signed up the three of you. The Great
Sage, and Tang Xin and Tang Xue, you all have to go to school there.”

Tang Xin and Tang Xue were overjoyed. She smiled and nodded. The old man has
always had a long-term vision, and the decision he made must be a good decision!
Sun Yao looked at Sun Dasheng expectantly.
As long as Sun Dasheng entered the Wushu Academy, with his talent and aptitude, he
would definitely become the leader among the disciples of the academy.
Maybe, in the end, which of the six major factions will take a fancy to, and by then, the
Sun family will be prosperous.
Sun Dasheng was not particularly happy. He seemed a little apprehensive, and said,
“Grandpa, if I go to Shangwu Academy, what will happen to the business of our Sun
family?”
Sun Yao smiled slightly and said casually: “You don’t have to worry about this. You
went to Shangwu Academy. Don’t you have Xiao Nan at home? If there is something
she doesn’t understand, I will help her.” The
voice fell, Li Nan on the side, He also nodded, signaling him to be at ease.
This time, Dasheng Sun had no worries, nodded with a smile, and then looked at Yue
Feng: “Brother, what do you mean? Let’s go together?”
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Such a good thing cannot be left behind. Ha ha! It must be interesting that the two
brothers go to school together!
“Haha, you’ve already gone, how can you miss me?” Yue Feng laughed and said
without thinking, “I’m going too.”
After saying that, Yue Feng took out his mobile phone and sent a message to Han Yue ,
let her sign up for her.
Sun Dasheng was overjoyed, and immediately raised his glass: “It’s great, I’ll wait for
your words.”
Li Nan couldn’t help but smile: “Look at you two, it looks like you’re alone.”
Seriously , Husband really went to Shangwu Academy, Li Nan was still a little worried.
Because she heard that, everyone from the major families in Donghai City participated.
In addition, many people from several nearby cities also came to sign up. Among them,
there must be people from the Duan family in Yunzhou City.

The two sides have already formed a grudge, and if he encounters someone from the
Duan family in the academy, Sun Dasheng may suffer.
Although the two cousins Tang Xin and Tang Xue were there, they were girls after all,
so they couldn’t help at all.
So I heard that Yue Feng was going too. She was instantly relieved. As a result, at this
moment, Tang
Xin curled her lips and couldn’t help but said, “Yue Feng, not anyone who wants to go to
Shangwu Academy can go. I especially want to ask, do you know how to cultivate?”
Xue also nodded and said with a sneer, “That’s right, you look so shabby and dressed
like a beggar. I’m afraid that if you sign up, the Shangwu Academy may not accept you.”
Yue Feng smiled . , did not speak.
In the past three years, I don’t know how many times I’ve heard this kind of ridicule, and
I’ve long been used to it.
And they are also the cousins of Sun Dasheng. Therefore, Yue Feng didn’t plan to get
to know them in general.
Yue Feng laughed, waved his hand, and changed the topic. He took out an immortal pill
from his body and handed it to Sun Dasheng: “Dasheng, this pill is for you. You will be
pleasantly surprised after taking it.”
If you remember That’s right, Sun Dasheng is still a fifth-grade martial artist.
At the Luo family’s auction, Sun Dasheng wanted to bid for the Immortal Pill, but was
finally stopped by Yue Feng.
This is…
Sun Dasheng took the medicine pill, his expression stunned.
At this time, he thought that the medicinal pill given by Yue Feng was made from some
animal dung, so his mind was still a little confused.
Before he could speak, Tang Xin and Tang Xue couldn’t help it.
“Cousin, don’t eat indiscriminately.”
“Yeah, the disease comes from the mouth, you see that the pill is dirty, hurry up and
throw it away.”

Tang Xue frowned, Yue Feng didn’t say anything , and also took out this dark pill for my
cousin to eat. What a joke, this pill looks disgusting.
At this moment, Sun Yao, who was on the side, couldn’t sit still, and suddenly stood up.
“Grandson, bring the pills and show me!”
Sun Dasheng handed over the pills.
hiss!
The moment he got it in his hand, Sun Yao couldn’t help gasping for air!
You can clearly see that his old hands are constantly shaking!
“..this…is this an immortal pill, is it an immortal pill?!” Sun Yao started cultivating more
than ten years ago, and now he has reached the strength of a fifth-rank military general.
However, after reaching the bottleneck, there was no sign of a breakthrough for several
years.
It is rumored that in this world, there is an elixir called Shenxian Dan, which can help
people break through bottlenecks. Over the years, he searched hard, but found nothing.
But now, seeing this Immortal Pill with his own eyes, Sun Yao was so excited that he
almost burst into tears!
What?
Magic pill?
The whole table was silent!
This medicinal pill is actually an Immortal Pill? !
At the Luo Family auction before, an Immortal Pill was auctioned for 5 billion, which
shows its rare value.
Unexpectedly, there is actually one on Fengzi!
At this moment, Sun Dasheng and Li Nan’s hearts were indescribably shocked.
The two sisters Tang Xin, who were sitting on the side, also frowned.
Just such a person, there is actually a magic pill on his body?

Tang Xin couldn’t help sneering: “This kind of elixir is not something that ordinary
people can have, is it stolen?”
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